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Abstrakt
Tato práce se zabývá vývojem webové aplikace se zaměřením na mobilní zařízení. Popisuje
celý tento proces od transformace existující webové aplikace na její mobilní variantu. Dále
se zaobírá analýzou současné situace webu a preferencemi uživatelů ve volbě mezi mobilním
a PC zařízením co se přístupu k webu týká. Cílem práce je především analyzovat schopnosti
dnešních zařízení a technologií v oblasti vývoje mobilní aplikace. V závěru jsou zhodnoceny
výsledky práce a nastíněn další možný postup pokračování projektu.
Abstract
This work deals with the implementation of web application targeted on mobile devices. It
describes complete process from transformation of desktop-specific web application into its
mobile equivalent. It also deals with the analysis of contemporary state of web and users
preferences in choosing whether the mobile device or PC. The goal is especially to analyze
capabilities of current mobile devices and technologies for development applications for that
devices. In the conclusion the results of this work are presented together with the proposals
for possible project continuation.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This thesis discusses the process of implementation of web application targeted to mobile
devices. Although the Caption has a word “design” in its name, the aim of this thesis is not
to create some design, it rather relates to another word, “responsive”. That is, the focus
will be on mobile versus desktop, or the web-based versus native. It will attempt to create a
mobile web application that would be comparable to mobile applications developed in native
languages for some particular platforms. The aim is not to create such an application at
any cost, but rather to analyze the possibilities of current web browsers and mobile devices
in this issue.
At the beginning, contemporary state of the World Wide Web is discussed in Chapter 2.
This chapter summarizes the current situation of web, devices which are used to access web
and finally users and their expectations of the web experience with a focus on mobile devices.
Chapter 3 analyzes technologies, which are used in responsive applications development.
It begins with the explanation of the “CSS Pixels Problem” in Section 3.1. Second part of
this chapter goes through basic principles of responsive web design and web development.
Specifically Fluid Grids and Media Queries are introduced together with simple examples.
This chapter focuses on static part of the responsive applications development. Another,
dynamic part, is discussed in chapter 5.
Next chapter deals with the process of transforming desktop specific application into
its mobile equivalent and creating its draft. It addresses the question if it is better to have
only one, full responsive site, which is accessible from all devices, or it is better to have one
desktop-specific and another, responsive one for mobile devices.
In this thesis, I tried not to burden the reader with details of implementation techniques
but rather to point out the problems that I had to deal with during this study and outline
possible solutions or explain why I chose one or the other. In the course of the implemen-
tation process it was often needed to address the question of what should I prioritize, the
design or the control, the look or the feel. Especially Chapter 5, which explains the process
of implementing mobile responsive application, is full of these.
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Chapter 2
Contemporary state of the
World Wide Web
It would be suitable to write World Wide Web history recapitulation in here, however lot
about this topic were written so far1 and I am not going to do it again. Instead I will try
to point out some most important things that are happening to the WWW today and try
to describe current state of a web.
For many, HTML5 first entered their vocabulary when Apple refused to add
support for Flash in their iOS devices. (Ben Frain, [5])
Since HTML5 is on a scene, the boundaries between native applications possibilities and
web possibilities are shrinking. Browser vendors compete who will have some particular
feature first. This leads to whole new category, web applications2. When combined with
Ethan Marcotte’s term Responsive Web [9], the responsive web application arises, or in
other words: mobile web application3.
Smartphone sales overtook PC sales 2011 was the first year ever when total PC
sales around the world were outpaced by total smartphone sales4. Nearly 488 million
smartphones were shipped, compared to 415 million PCs.
PC Shipments Post the Steepest Decline Ever According to the International Data
Corporation5, worldwide PC shipments totaled 76.3 million units in the first quarter of 2013
(1Q13), down -13.9% compared to the same quarter in 2012.
One of the undisputed biggest web trends these days is all things mobile Users
increasingly access sites from their mobile devices6. Based on this one can say that it
1http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_Wide_Web
2What is a Web Application? by Daniel Nations: http://webtrends.about.com/od/webapplications/
a/web_application.htm
3W3C’s opinion about what is a Web-based mobile application: http://mobithinking.com/blog/
what-is-a-Web-app
4According to http://www.canalys.com/newsroom/smart-phones-overtake-client-pcs-2011
5Full IDC report: http://www.idc.com/getdoc.jsp?containerId=prUS24065413#.UWYC4iQ6RaR
6http://blogs.captechconsulting.com/blog/matt-kesler/html5-developers-conference-series/
state-the-web-and-new-trends
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Web apps Advantages Web apps Disadvantages
Easier to maintain, as they have a common
code base across multiple mobile platforms.
Mobile Web apps only have limited scope as
far as accessing a mobile device’s features
is concerned.
Web apps do not require developers to sub-
mit their app to any app store for approval.
Different users work with different mobile
browsers. This can make it difficult to
maintain a record of their usage patterns
and also provide support for all of them.
They can be released at any time and in any
form, as per the developer’s preferences.
Users may sometimes find it difficult to dis-
cover a Web app, as it is not systematically
listed in any app store.
Table 2.1: Pros and cons of web application as compared to native one.
starts to be very important for every site to have its mobile equivalent7. The same applies
to applications, which also needs mobile versions. This begs the question: “Should this
application be native, or web based?”. Table 2.1 shows advantages and disadvantages of
web applications8. As part of this thesis I am going to build mobile application with the
aim of creating one which is perfectly comparable to its native counterpart.
The following quote is Lie Luo’s answer to the question “What is the market share
today between native v Web v both?”9 back in 2010.
Our mobile publisher study Native or Web Application? 10 confirms that senti-
ment, as 44 percent of respondents only offer a native application, as compared
to 22 percent that offer a Web application, or 35 percent that offer both. How-
ever, when we asked them about future plans, the percentage of those offering
a Web app or both remained the same, while many of those with native app
alone said their app strategy choice remains to be seen and may change over
time. (Lie Luo, head of telecom, technology and media practice at GIA)
This may be caused by one of the biggest web-based application advantages, which is
price. With one application for all platforms there is no need to hire new programmer for
each platform out there, and maybe that is the reason why lot of companies prefer web
approach.
7More arguments for having mobile site: http://www.businessinsider.com/
state-of-internet-slides-2012-10?op=1
8Full article about pros and cons between native and web-based application: http://mobiledevices.
about.com/od/additionalresources/qt/The-Pros-And-Cons-Of-Native-Apps-And-Mobile-Web-Apps.
htm
9Full interview: http://mobithinking.com/native-or-web-app
10See http://www.globalintelligence.com/insights-analysis/white-papers/
native-or-Web-application-how-best-to-deliver-cont
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Chapter 3
Approaches for building responsive
mobile applications
I have divided the process of building mobile application into two steps. First, static part
of this process, is discussed and explained in this chapter. The other one, dynamic part,
which explains how to handle touch events, how to update specific parts of the application
UI and further dynamic aspects is stated in Chapter 5.
Firstly, mobile resolution and its specific way to display wide desktop pages is discussed
in Section 3.1. The issue about old browsers support and the question if it is needed to
worry about old browsers specifications is explained in the following Section, 3.2.
The core part of this chapter consist of Section 3.3, where concrete steps and processes
are explained along with some simple and illustrative examples.
3.1 A pixel is not a pixel
When rendering new page, the mobile browser adds a special virtual layer called viewport1.
The viewport is usually wider than the screen, so browsers don’t need to squeeze every page
layout into a tiny window. Users then pan and zoom to see different areas of the page.
The viewport meta tag was first introduced by Mobile Safari and many other mobile
browsers support this tag now2. An example of the viewport specification for mobile devices
which permits the device to zoom and sets viewport width to device width is in Listing 3.1.
Listing 3.1: Viewport meta specification for mobile devices
<meta name="viewport" content="width=device -width ,
initial -scale=1, maximum -scale=1, user -scalable =0">
The width property controls the size of the viewport. It can be set either to a specific
number of pixels (i.e. width=600) or to a special device-width value, which is the width
of the screen in CSS pixels at a scale of 100 %. Table 3.1 shows the most common devices
used today together with their resolutions and device-width values.
1http://www.w3.org/TR/CSS21/visuren.html#viewport
2http://www.quirksmode.org/mobile/tableViewport.html
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device name resolution (px) display-width x display-height
iPhone 4 640 x 960 320 x 480 (CSS pixel density is 2.)
iPhone 5 640 x 1136 320 x 568 (CSS pixel density is 2.)
iPad 3 1536 x 2048 368 x 1024 (CSS pixel density is 2.)
Samsung Galaxy S4 1080 x 1920 540 x 960 (CSS pixel density is 2)
Table 3.1: Screen resolution and CSS media device dimensions with pixel density of some
of the popular devices.
For more information about the “viewport meta tag” read Apple’s documentation3 or
Peter-Paul Koch’s explanation of the “A pixel is not a pixel” problem4.
3.2 Old browsers specifications and modern mobile devices
There are few recommendations when developing for modern mobile devices. Classical
desktop web developers often need to support old browsers, which does not support web
standards well, so they often need to write different code for different browsers5.
Fortunately mobile devices does not have old IE, so I don’t need to worry about it.
As Tim Kadlec explains [7, p. 32–33], progressive enhancement is preferred over graceful
degradation6.
In this project I will use an approach when the code is written for an imaginary device,
which supports all features well. Then the Modernizr library7 – the frontend developer’s
Swiss army knife – as Ben Frain says [5, p. 277], can be used to download particular polyfills8
for features, which are not supported by a given device.
caniuse.com9 is a project which lists compatibility tables for support of HTML5, CSS3
and more in desktop and mobile browsers and I will use this site a lot for my project and
for figuring out whether some feature needs to be checked and polyfilled with Modernizr or
not.
3.3 Becoming responsive
HTML5 and CSS3 are widely used in the following chapters. Some of the HTML5 mo-
bile specific features are discussed further in this chapter. For more information about
CSS3 and HTML5 read Ben Frain’s Responsive Web Design with HTML5 and CSS3 [5],
Dan Cederholm’s CSS3 For Web Designers [2] or HTML5 For Web Designers by Jeremy
Keith [8].
3https://developer.apple.com/library/safari/#documentation/AppleApplications/Reference/
SafariWebContent/UsingtheViewport/UsingtheViewport.html
4http://www.quirksmode.org/blog/archives/2010/04/a_pixel_is_not.html
5Google has a library to make MSIE behave like standards-compliant browser: https://code.google.
com/p/ie7-js/
6W3c’s “Graceful degradation versus progressive enhancement” article: http://www.w3.org/wiki/
Graceful_degredation_versus_progressive_enhancement
7Modernizr official page: http://modernizr.com/
8Remy Sharp’s explanation of a polyfill: http: // remysharp. com/ 2010/ 10/ 08/ what-is-a-polyfill/
9Can I use. . . project’s official site: http://www.caniuse.com/
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(a) Desktop version of Facebook application. (b) Mobile version of Facebook application.
Figure 3.1: Mobile’s viewport was scaled (Figure 3.1a) so the page is rendered with full
width on the screen. Users then pan and zoom to see different areas of the page. It is good
for this purpose, but for a mobile optimized site we would generally need to disable this auto
zooming and provide page which fits to physical dimensions of the device (Figure 3.1b).
In the first subsection, there is a quick introduction to old web development approach,
when developers were used to use fixed units and the sites were designed for a specific
page width only. This is important for illustration how it should be done differently when
developing for mobile device and final page width is not known in advance.
After that, Section 3.3.2 will introduce the solution to fixed width pages together with
practical examples and figures. This will continue in the last section of this chapter, where
fluid grids approach together with media queries are explained (Section 3.3.3).
3.3.1 Fixed-width web development approach
Most of today’s websites are coded in a fixed width. This sites were created for desk-
top computers, where some minimum resolution is expected. Example of such a site is
illustrated in Figure 3.1. The main layout’s CSS code example is in the Listing 3.2.
Listing 3.2: Fixed width page layout example in CSS
.main-wrapper {
width: 980px; margin: 0 auto;
overflow: hidden; /* clearfix */
}
.sidebar {width: 392px; float: left;}
.content-wrapper {width: 588px; float: right;}
As can be seen, there is .main-wrapper element, which is used to define the width of
the whole page (in this example to 980px). Inside that element, there is a .sidebar floated
to the left, and .content-wrapper floated to the right, both with fixed widths. Note the
7
.main-wrapper element has the overflow: hidden; property, which is a clearfix for the
content located after .main-wrapper element, so the layout won’t break.
3.3.2 Introduction to fluid grid layout
In order the first thing that needs to be done when developing responsive site is to use
relative units instead of absolute ones. This could be either percentages or ems10. So instead
of 392px width for the .sidebar element and 588px for the .content-wrapper element,
I will use 40% (.sidebar’s 392px divided by .main-wrapper’s 980px) for the .sidebar
element and 60% (.content-wrapper’s 588px divided by .main-wrapper’s 980px) for the
.content-wrapper element. This will make the layout absolutely fluid, with no horizontal
scrollbar at any device width. Full code example can be found in Listing 3.3 and Figure 3.2
illustrates this kind of layout.
Listing 3.3: Fluid grid page layout example in CSS
.main-wrapper {
width: 100%;
}
.sidebar {
width: 40%;
float: left;
}
.content-wrapper {
width: 60%;
float: right;
}
But it is often needed that the layout changes its structure when the device is too
narrow (or too wide). Fortunately media queries11 are here and they are perfect solution
for that problem. The idea is to code the site for some range of widths first, and then add
some media queries to change the layout on specified thresholds. This is explained in the
following section.
3.3.3 Adding boundaries with media queries
To correct the problem represented in Figure 3.2 I am going to add some boundaries to
the layout, so it won’t look exactly the same for all screen widths. Instead of having two
columns every time, I will use it only on devices which screen width is higher than some
threshold, for example 700px. And when the width will be lower than this threshold, one-
columned layout will be used (the sidebar will be placed above the content). This solution
is illustrated in Figure 3.3.
The code from previous section (Listing 3.3) with media queries added can be found in
Listing 3.4. To find out more about media queries and responsive web design I recommend
Ethan Marcotte’s book “Responsive Web Design” [9].
10All font-relative lengths: http://www.w3.org/TR/css3-values/#font-relative-lengths
11Media queries W3C specifiaction: http://www.w3.org/TR/css3-mediaqueries/
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Figure 3.2: Web page with fluid layout. The horizontal scrollbar never occurs, layout always
adapts to the device’s width. Looks good on wider devices (or those in landscape mode),
but it is often better when the layout changes its structure in some specified cases. For
example here on this picture it would be better when the sidebar will be placed below (or
above) the content when the device is in portrait mode.
Listing 3.4: Fluid page width media queries layout example in CSS
.main-wrapper {
width: 100%;
}
.sidebar {
width: 40%;
float: left;
}
.content-wrapper {
width: 60%;
float: right;
}
@media all and (max- width: 700px) {
.sidebar {
width: auto;
float: none;
}
.content-wrapper {
width: auto;
float: none;
}
}
As can be seen, the 700px threshold has been added. As the media query states, when
the device’s width is less than 700px, the code inside that query is used. In this case
9
Figure 3.3: Final result of the example of responsive layout. The layout now adapts to the
device’s width, no horizontal scrollbar is presented and the layout looks good on both the
portrait and landscape mode.
.sidebar’s and .content-wrapper’s floats are removed and width property is set to auto
for both of them.
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Chapter 4
Transforming existing desktop
application into its mobile
equivalent
This chapter discusses the process of creating mobile application out of some existing
desktop-specific one. In order to provide good examples, I needed an application which
is designed specifically for desktop usage, meets modern standards for web application1,
and at last, but not least, the people behind this application should want to create mobile
application, so they would be willing to cooperate with me.
Fortunately I found Reservio2 service, which fits perfectly to all my needs. Guys behind
Reservio are currently lunching this new service and they wantend a mobile application,
so they agreed to help me with the specifications of their needs and design. Therefore my
examples would be based on real needs which I think is a great advantage for me and my
project.
In the beginning of this chapter, Section 4.1 introduces Reservio and its web application.
After that I will analyze particular use cases of this application together with its customers
and their needs. This will lead to mobile features specification and wireframing. At the
end of this chapter final design of ReservioMobile application is presented.
4.1 Introducing Reservio
Reservio is an online appointment scheduling service. It is created for people who need
bookings from their customers, people like hairdressers, doctors, lawyers, etc. The most
important part of the Reservio application is calendar (Figure 4.1). The calendar displays
appointments in a three different ways – agenda, day and week view. The calendar user
can create appointments here, edit them, delete them etc. Full list of the most common
use cases of Reservio application is shown in the Use Case diagram in Figure 4.2.
1Modern web applications, an overview: http://singlepageappbook.com/goal.html
2http://www.reservio.com
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Figure 4.1: Calendar view example from the reservio desktop application. The calendar
is build for large monitors, which can display lot of information. We can see whole week
survey, along with stuff and services which can be used as filters. This is great for large
monitor with mouse pointer, but on a mobile touch device different user experience is
expected.
4.2 Separate sites
As Tim Kadlec explains in his book Implementing Responsive Design [7, p. 9–11], it is not
the best solution to build separate sites for desktop and mobile users3. It doesn’t scale
well, two different sites needs to be updated, links are not working between mobile and
desktop. . .
There are, however, some cases when it is better to build special site for desktop com-
puters and another one for a mobile devices. Reservio application is one of that cases,
because of the desktop application complexity, mobile very low connection speeds and lim-
ited resources. Maximiliano Firtman has explained this problematic in a favor for full
featured desktop application and another smaller, less featured mobile specific in his book
Programming the Mobile Web [4, p. 1–4] and I am going to follow this approach too.
4.3 Selecting specific features for mobile usage
Reservio’s mobile application task is not to fully replace the desktop application. Its users
will still need to access their computers sometimes and go to the desktop version of Reservio
application to do some tasks, which are not so common (adding new stuff for example) and
thus it is not so important for them to be implemented in a mobile application (at least
not in the first version).
The mobile application should instead serve as a quick and portable way to do the most
3Another explanation of Why We Shouldn’t Make Separate Mobile Websites: http://mobile.
smashingmagazine.com/2012/04/19/why-we-shouldnt-make-separate-mobile-websites/
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Figure 4.2: Use Case diagram of Reservio application. For a size of this image, the diagram
is not complete. There are some abstract composite layers, just to provide an idea. High-
lighted entities are those which are going to be implemented in a mobile version of Reservio
application.
common tasks like display upcoming bookings, call some particular client or send him an
email message (see highlighted Use Case entities in Figure 4.2). All of that in as quickest
way as possible. List of all mobile features, which are going to be implemented in the first
version of ReservioMobile application, is in Table 4.1.
4.4 Redesigning mobile features to meet mobile requirements
In this section I will go through every mobile feature listed in Table 4.1, examine its needs
and purpose and create a wireframe (read about wireframing in Dan M. Brown’s book
Communicating Design [1, p. 265–269]) with a goal to meet the touch friendly mobile
experience, as described by Josh Clark [3, p. 5–9]. Final design of this mobile application
is illustrated in Figure 4.4.
Events list This will be supplement for a Calendar in a desktop version of an application
(Fig. 4.1). However it needs to be light, touch friendly and mobile optimized. I have decided
to implement it like an agenda, so it will be very easy to see upcoming appointments.
Agenda is not good for reorganizing appointments, but this is not the mobile functionality,
so I will leave it for a desktop. Agenda items are grouped by event date and every item will
show start date&time and a name of both a customer and a service. Wireframe for agenda
is in the Figure 4.3c and the final design in Figure 4.4c.
Event detail After choosing event item in an events list, the event detail will appear.
It will reveal more information for that particular event, like notes or resource name. See
Figure 4.3c for wireframe or Figure 4.4c for design.
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(a) List of clients in por-
trait mode.
(b) Client detail in por-
trait mode.
(c) List of events and event detail in landscape
mode.
Figure 4.3: ReservioMobile application wireframes. In the clients list in figure 4.3a, items
are grouped by a client’s first name. Every item displays client’s full name, photo and num-
ber of total visits. Middle figure 4.3b contains client’s detail. It displays same information
as the list item plus call and email buttons, and a list of previous/upcoming appointments.
Last figure 4.3c displays events list and event’s detail wireframes. It also illustrates layout
in landscape mode, when more horizontal space is available, so both list and detail views
can be visible. Event item contains client’s picture, name and asociated date and service of
this appointment. Event detail adds employee’s name and additionally notes, if available.
feature name feature description
List customers Display list of all the customers, grouped by the first letter of their
name.
List appointments Display list of all the appointments, so the user can see which are
coming next, grouped by the appointment date.
Customer detail Detail of a customer should display its name, upcoming/previous
visits and some contact information.
Appointment detail Detail of an appointment should display its date and time client
name, which employee, client and service is assigned to that ap-
pointment, and finally notes.
Call client Call button in client’s detail, which will launch the default phone
calling application.
Email client Email button in client’s detail, which will launch the default email
application.
Table 4.1: List of all features that are about to be implemented in a ReservioMobile appli-
cation. The main purpose of the mobile application is to provide a quick way to get most
important information such as upcoming events or client contact information.
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(a) List of clients in por-
trait mode.
(b) Client detail in por-
trait mode.
(c) List of events and event detail in landscape
mode.
Figure 4.4: Final design of ReservioMobile application. It was created based on wireframes
from Figure 4.3. I am not author of this design, it was provided to me by Reservio guys
and it is here just for an illustration.
Clients list This feature is similar to events list, except of the items content. Here items
will be grouped by a client’s first name, and every item should contain client’s name and
number of total visits. Wireframe is in Figure 4.3a and design in Figure 4.4a.
Client detail After choosing particular client in an clients list, client detail will show.
This will contain the same information as client’s list item, plus some contact informa-
tion with specific actions (i.e. call click for phone number) and list of previous/upcoming
events. This two lists wireframe should look the same as events wireframe 4.4. Client detail
wireframe can be seen in Figure 4.3b and design in Figure 4.4b.
Application layout As described by Josh Clark [3, p. 263–272], it is a good manner to
provide different layout on devices with wider displays – either in landscape mode or some
larger tablets. I want to follow this manner, so this application will flip between one-column
mode on smaller devices and two-column mode in larger devices. This is illustrated in the
wireframes in Figure 4.3.
The final design of a wireframes from previous section is in the figure 4.4.
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Chapter 5
Case Study: Implementing
one-page responsive mobile
application
In this chapter I will discuss the process of building a mobile application. This will be based
on the practices introduced in Chapter 3 and the design from Chapter 4.
I have divided the process of building a mobile application into three parts. Firstly
the static part of this implementation process is explained in section 5.1. Section 5.2
continues adding touch gesture support and whole application movement and navigation
implementation. Finally Section 5.3 explains the core part of the application, behaving-
part. In this section the JavaScript is discussed, all used libraries are introduced and some
source examples of the application are listed.
5.1 Static part – HTML & CSS layout
The goal is to implement layout as seen in Figure 4.4. This kind of layout introduces three
key features that needs to take into account, which are:
• Two-columns vs. one-column layout. This is important to add specific HTML layers
in order to ensure the possibility of layout changes in both a landscape or portrait
mode.
• Navigation is hidden by default. After clicking/touching on header button, navigation
will ease from the left side and thus the main content will hide.
• Moving between application columns (list and detail view) in one-column mode. This
move should be animated smoothly to provide better user experience.
Illustration of HTML layers for this design is in the Figure 5.1. Then in Listing 5.1,
respective 5.2 the HTML, respective CSS code example is shown. Note the overrides for
single-column layout in CSS code. This is possible because of every other module (for more
information about CSS modules and approach to write scalable and modular CSS code,
read Jonathan Snook’s book called SMACSS [10]) in a page is built responsively, and thus
can adjust to any width of its wrapper.
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Figure 5.1: Layers structure of HTML in single-column mode. The lowest layer (1) contains
navigation module. It is absolutely positioned to fill device’s width and height. Above this
layer the header layer (2) is positioned, which serves as a slider. When the navigation
button is clicked, header layer slides, together with its children, to the right and navigation
appears. The topmost layer (3) contains content columns of the application. In this single-
column mode only the first column is visible. The other one is hidden on right side. This
two columns toggles between themselves through sliding again. In two-column mode layers
(1) and (2) would be as width as the topmost (3) layer, and everything would be visible
directly.
Listing 5.1: Basic HTML code for the application layout
<body>
<div class="b-sbar l-fwh"><!-- navigation --></div>
<div class="b-cnt -w l-fwh">
<div class="b-cnt -h" ><!-- header --></div>
<div class="b-cnt l-fwh">
<div class="b-cnt -p l-fwh"><!-- primary column --></div>
<div class="b-cnt -s l-fwh"><!-- secondary
column --></div>
</div>
</div>
</body>
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In CSS in Listing 5.2, I am not using Media Queries (explained in Section 3.3.3). This is
because JavaScript needs to know if the application is in one or double-column mode. Why
is that is explained further in this chapter, for now it is important that this functionality
has to be implemented in JavaScript so I decided not to use Media Queries because of code
duplicity (I don’t want to change the threshold between single and double-column mode
both in JavaScript and CSS). Instead of this JavaScript adds specific classes to the <body>
element. List of this classes is illustrated as application states in Figure 5.2;
Listing 5.2: Basic CSS code for the application layout
.l-fwh {position:absolute;left:0;right:0;top:0;bottom:0;}
.b-cnt {top:45px;}
.b-cnt-h {height:45px;}
.b-cnt-p {right:60%;}
.b-cnt-s {left:40%;}
/* single-column layout overrides */
.scl .b-cnt {right:-100%;} /* 200% wide */
.scl .b-cnt-p {right:50%;} /* 100% wide , aligned to left */
.scl .b-cnt-s {left:50%;} /* 100% wide , aligned to right */
/* app state-changes animations */
.b-cnt-w , .b-cnt {transition:transform 0.3s ease;}
.NAV .b-cnt-w {transform:translate3d (80%, 0, 0);}
.scl.DETAIL .b-cnt {transform:translate3d(-50%, 0, 0);}
Final part of the CSS code in Listing 5.2 displays the transition property and ani-
mations between the application state changes. This three lines of code is everything that
needs to be written for handling application navigation. It illustrates how the state classes
(Fig. 5.2) in <body> element are used in CSS.
5.2 Touch support, navigation and scrolling
Efforts to implement touch gestures support were in the process of implementation eventu-
ally rejected. For this reason I will not describe the process of implementing touch gestures
support, but instead I will focus on the reason why this approach failed and why I finally
decided not to use it.
Enabling scrolling inside a html element is done by CSS property overflow: auto;
and overflow-scrolling: touch;. Unfortunately these are not supported well in todays
devices so I am going to use Overthrow1 polyfill library, which adds scrolling support.
1Overthrow on GitHub: https://github.com/filamentgroup/Overthrow/
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Figure 5.2: Application states and conditions for its changes. These are used by CSS to
provide different layout changes and animations. States are stored as class names in <body>
element, e.g. <div class="SCL DETAIL>".
(a) Events frames per second in case of polyfilled scrolling.
(b) Events frames per second in case of native scrolling.
Figure 5.3: This figures shows difference between native and polyfilled scrolling. It was
measured using Timeline Panel in Chrome DevTools. As can be seen, native scrolling is
much more efficient (figure 5.3b shows better FPS ratio than Figure 5.3a). Yellow color
shows time of scripting and green color means painting. It clearly shows that in case of
native scroll almost no scripting needs to be done (yellow bars only arises on new touchStart
events).
.
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Figure 5.4: Timeline records of one horizontal swipe to open a navigation sidebar. It
illustrates problems with reflows and repaints. On every touchMove event new style re-
calculation needs to be done (triggered by line number 12 in Listing 5.3), layout change
(triggered by the same line), and then paint and layers recomposition. Due to the size of
this timeline this figure shows only part of it. This can be compared to Figure 5.5 which
shows the whole timeline of native element transform in CSS3.
Listing 5.3: Horizontal swipe event handler JavaScript code
var onTouchMove = function (e) {
e.preventDefault ();
var nx = this.touchMoveElem.touches[0].pageX , // cur x
ny = this.touchMoveElem.touches[0].pageY , // cur y
dx = this.lastX - nx, // delta x between cur and prev x
dy = this.lastY - ny, // delta x between cur and prev x
swipeDirection =
getSwipeDirection(this.lastX , nx, this.lastY , ny);
// only horizontal swipes allowed
if (swipeDirection === "right" ||
swipeDirection === "left")
this.move(this.curIndentation -
helpers.toPercentages(dx , this.touchStartElemWidth));
};
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Figure 5.5: Timeline records of native CSS 3dtransform property used to open navigation
sidebar. It could be 2dtransform of course, because no three-dimensional transforms are
needed, but this is a little trick to force mobile GPU to render this animation, so it would be
smoother. This figure shows the whole timeline stream (can be compared to the timeline
in Figure 5.4 which shows nonnative element move). There are some delays (i.e. layout
processing caused by CSS class change in DOM tree triggered by knockout.js library), yet
this is far more efficient and thus more user friendly than the nonnative version.
The main reason why not to use touch gestures is the speed of resulting application. It is
very important to implement all interactions smoothly considering user experience (more
about this in Maximiliano Firtman’s Programming the Mobile Web [4, p. 451–452]). When
implementing touch gestures, every work related to move an element needs to be done in
JavaScript, no native CSS implementations (like transform property) can be used. This
means that on every touchMove event some computations must be done like getting the
current position of an element or changing its position based on touch direction and dis-
tance. This is quite intensive mostly because of browser’s reflow and repaints2. Listing 5.3
illustrates onTouchMove event handler and Figure 5.4 shows JavaScript events timeline for
horizontal swipe gesture, which demonstrates the outlined problem. All the measurements
were done using Timeline Panel in Chrome DevTools3.
Another reason, closely related to the previous one, is the necessity to always use poly-
filled scrolling, even if the browser has a native support for that. This is because when
native scroll is allowed, the browser does not fire onTouchEnd event. Therefore there is no
way to disable touch gestures while scrolling, and both can’t be used simultaneously. This
implicates that when I want touch gestures support in my application, scrolling needs to
2Nicole Sullivan’s post about reflows and repaints: http://www.stubbornella.org/content/2009/03/
27/reflows-repaints-css-performance-making-your-javascript-slow/
3More about Chrome DevTools and Timeline Panel: https://developers.google.com/
chrome-developer-tools/docs/timeline
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Library License Description
Knockout MIT license Simplify dynamic JavaScript UIs by applying the Model-
View-View Model (MVVM).
RequireJS MIT license JavaScript file and module loader. Using a modular script
loader like RequireJS will improve the speed and quality
of code.
Path.js MIT license PathJS is a lightweight, client-side routing library that al-
lows to create
”
single page“ applications using Hashbangs
and/or HTML5 pushState.
Zepto.js MIT license Zepto is a minimalist JavaScript library for modern
browsers with a largely jQuery-compatible API.
Underscore.js MIT license Underscore is a utility-belt library for JavaScript that pro-
vides a lot of the functional programming support.
PubSub.js MIT license PubSubJS is a dependency free publish/subscribe library
for JavaScript.
Deferred.js MIT license Deferred objects make it easy to have async processes de-
pendent on each other, including waiting for a list of async
processes to finish, with optional notifications for the first
completion or the first error.
Overthrow.js MIT/BSD A tiny, no-frills, framework-independent, targeted
overflow: auto polyfill for use in responsive design.
Table 5.1: List of all JavaScript libraries used in ReservioMobile application together with
license and quick description copied from each library site.
be manually implemented too. Figure 5.3 shows comparison between native and polyfilled
scrolling.
Because of the problems discussed above I have decided not to use touch gestures.
Every navigation needs to be done through buttons and scrolling is implemented natively
(or polyfilled with Overthrow when not supported).
Nevertheless a library called mTouch was created and I didn’t want it ceased to exist.
Maybe in the future, when mobile devices performance will be better, it would be nice to
implement this functionality for someone. I put this library on GitHub4 under MIT license
so everyone can download and use it.
5.3 Dynamic part and application core
Table 5.1 shows core libraries used by ReservioMobile application, together with license
and brief description.
The most important library in this project is Knockout.js5. It applies the Model-View-
ViewModel6 pattern and its purpose is to simplify dynamic JavaScript UIs. It introduces
4mTouch GitHub page: https://github.com/mazurroman/mTouch
5Knockout.js home page: http://knockoutjs.com/
6TodoMVC is a project that compares most of the popular JavaScript MV* libraries by implementing
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the concept of observables, which ties HTML templates together with JavaScript models
and synchronizes them in both directions. I am not going to explain more about Knockout,
more can be found on its home page and Ryan Hodson has written good book about this
library, Knockout.js Succinctly [6].
5.3.1 ViewModels and routering
Router object is the one responsible for application changes on user interaction inputs, after
which the url changes. This gets into Router object, who was waiting on that signal. It
uses PathJS library for that. Then it picks suitable ViewModel and stores the previous
one into cache and runs new ViewModel initialization. This functionality is illustrated in
Listing 5.4.
Listing 5.4: Router on url change JavaScript code
Path.map(url).to(function () {
var _this = this, Model = getModel(url),
newVM , oldVM;
if (!ModelsCache.hasOwnProperty(Model.name))
ModelsCache[Model.name] = Model;
newVM = ModelsCache[Model.name]; oldVM = appVM.viewModel ();
if (newVM !== oldVM) // viewModel has changed , update it
appVM.viewModel(newVM);
newVM.update(url);
appVM.initView ();
});
5.3.2 Client’s backend – data repositories
Backend is responsible for querying data from the server and try to behave like DAL7 for
rest of the application. It uses the callback pattern, as described by Stoyan Stofanov in
his book JavaScript Patterns [11, p. 62–67]. It is build by a several repository objects,
which all inherit from one defaultRepository object (similar pattern as in the viewModels
in Figure 5.6). The repository objects are responsible for reducing number of queries as
much as possible. They try to merge multiple requests into one etc. Example of requesting
one client from repository is in the Listing 5.5.
simple Todo application in all of them: http://todomvc.com/
7Data Abstraction Layer
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Figure 5.6: Abstract view on ViewModels used in application. There is only one ListView-
Model, which implements all the needed functionality by children ViewModels. These adds
only a little specific features, like repository or itemsMapper. This approach is prepared for
future, when there will be need to add new ViewModels. They can inherit from ListView-
Model like here, or there can be implemented new, more abstract ViewModel which gener-
alize all of them.
Listing 5.5: Requesting Client object from clientsRepository by clientId
// b is a booking object
b.client = {};
repository.clientsRepository.getById(function (client) {
b.client = client;
if (client !== undefined) {
b.client_name(client.name);
}
}, b, b.client_id || null);
5.4 Deployment and related JavaScript minification
When developing mobile, especially web-based application, it is good to remember about
JavaScript code minification. This means concatenate all the files into one and remove
comments and blank spaces to minimize the data that needs to be downloaded by a mobile
device. It is one of the simplest methods that can be done in order to dramatically improve
the loading time.
This chapter briefly summarizes this technique. JavaScript minification becomes very
easy when the code is programmed in modules using RequireJS library. The optimizer’s
name is r.js and it can be run using Node8. Listing 5.6 shows example of build properties,
and next Listing 5.7 shows usage of this utility. Full documentation of RequireJS and code
8http://nodejs.org/
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optimization can be found in the following url: http://requirejs.org/.
Listing 5.6: Build properties for r.js utility
({
baseUrl: ".",
paths: {
"app": "app",
"ko": "vendor/Knockout",
"router": "router",
// and more ...
},
name: "main",
out: "main -built.js"
})
Listing 5.7: Basic use of r.js utility to concatenate and optimize JavaScript files
node r.js -o build.js
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
It cannot be unequivocally said if it is better to implement web application as only one page
which is accessible from wide range of devices, or if it is better to implement one desktop-
specific application only for desktop PCs and another, smaller, less-featured mobile specific
one, which is designed specifically for mobile devices. Each approach has its advantages
and in my case it was the second way which was chosen.
As shown by the testing of JavaScript performance, it is always better to prefer native
CSS animations as opposed to trying to implement own animations in JavaScript. In
the case where the device does not support native animations, it is even better not to
use animations on that device. JavaScript animations are slow and against good user
experience.
The same is true for scrolling inside some HTML element. Manually implemented
scrolling in JavaScript is not as good as native one and users feel it. It is better not to try
to implement element-scrolling and use native one instead, or use no element-scrolling at
all and leave it on whole page scrolling.
However I can clearly say that current modern devices are ready for large web applica-
tions and the application created as part of this thesis, ReservioMobile application, proves
this. Especially HTML5 brings lot of APIs which can be used through JavaScript, and then
the border between native and web-based applications essentially disappears. On the basis
of this work I can tell that it is very possible that this trend to implement only one web
application which can be accessed from all platforms will continue and I believe that it is
possible that the web will displace the native applications.
6.1 Proposals for the project continuation
I propose to continue in developement of this application instead of starting a new one,
which would be native. This work confirmed that todays mobile devices are ready for web
applications.
The application in its current form is perfectly usable as quick way to consume infor-
mation out of Reservio application and is ready for shipment under beta version. This
will collect new feedback from real users. I believe that users will appreciate adding some
features which are now only in Desktop version. Here counts creating new events and
approving or rejecting new event requests, at least. I count these two features into funda-
mental ones that will add more use cases for mobile users and make this application much
more employable.
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But if this application should look like good alternative to the Desktop Version, I would
consider event more features. Of course, the mobile version does not need to implement
all features from the desktop but I propose to give this application to its users and listen
to their needs and add new features based on this needs. I personally think that features
like week-view for events list, as an alternative to current agenda-view would be handy.
The same stands for filtering events by related employees, or fulltext search in contacts or
events would also be useful.
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